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Abstract—Topology control is a technique used in Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs) to maximize energy efficiency and network lifetime. In previous literature, many tree based techniques
have been proposed to save energy and increase the network
lifetime. In tree based algorithms, the most promising solution is
the formation of a network backbone, which serves on behalf of
rest of the nodes in the network and therefore leading towards
Connected Dominating Set (CDS) formulation. However, one
imminent problem with all tree based solution is a compromise on
network reliability. Therefore, to address reliability issues in tree
based solutions, in this paper, we propose Poly3 which maintains
cliques of size three in order to achieve network reliability on top
of the CDS algorithm. This makes the network more robust to
link removal. Our empirical and mathematical analysis reveals
that Poly3 provides better reliability than algorithms of the same
kind.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) generally comprises of
a large number of intelligent, low cost and low power constrained sensor devices. Due to its energy and deployment
constraint, a WSN is prone to faults and malfunctioning.
In hostile environments, these faults may be due to natural disasters or human adversaries. Despite the fault prone
characteristic of WSN i.e. mission critical nature of many
WSN applications (health care, military and disaster recovery)
requires that communication between sensor devices is reliable
and dependable. In WSNs, communication between source and
sink is generally dependent on the intermediate relaying sensor
nodes. Therefore, the reliability of transmission is dependent
on the routing technique and topology being deployed. This
reliability should however be achieved while keeping in mind
the energy constraint of WSN’s. Due to this reason, reducing
the cost of communication is an important way to save energy
of sensor nodes and to prolong the lifetime of a sensor
network. One such known strategy to save energy in WSNs is
that of forming a CDS based Topology Control (TC) scheme.
TC consists of two components: topology construction
mechanism, which finds a set of backbone nodes to work
on behalf of rest of the nodes while maintaining network
connectivity and coverage, and topology maintenance mechanism, which changes the role of backbone nodes for uniform
distribution of resources. Both these mechanisms work in an

iterative manner until the network is depleted, thus together
they increase the network life time when compared to a continuously running WSN without TC mechanism [1]. In CDS
based TC schemes, only the backbone nodes are responsible
for relaying messages over the network. The non-backbone
nodes can thus turn off their transceiver and hence save energy.
The backbone or a CDS size is a critical parameter, since it
has been manipulated in many different ways. It has been seen
that most researchers reduce the size of backbone, which they
argue provides better reliability as the hop count gets reduced
among backbone nodes. On the other hand, the reduction
in the size of the backbone causes only few nodes to work
on behalf of rest of the nodes thus forcing them to deplete
their energy more quickly and hence reducing the network
lifetime. Similarly, few studies focus on uniformly distributing
the number of backbone nodes which allows them to uniformly
consume energy and hence increase the network lifetime [2].
In our earlier work, we proposed Poly [3], which models
the network as a connected graph and maintains polygenic
redundancy around the sink node. Due to this reason, only few
backbone nodes around the sink were able to achieve reliability
while other backbone nodes were ignored. Hence, in Poly3
we add reliability on the tree based topology construction
algorithms for wireless sensor networks. Poly3 achieves this
with the help of cliques of size three – a tunable parameter –
which is maintained throughout the network.
The proposed algorithm is mathematically and empirically
analyzed with other solutions on various set of metrics while
varying the density of the nodes. It has been observed that
Poly3 provides 41% and 134% better packet forwarding reliability for a packet forwarding probability of 0.3 and 0.7
respectively. Likewise, Poly3 has 61% better link success
reliability when compared with conventional CDS based algorithms. EECDS [4], CDS Rule K [5] and A3 [6] have 86%,
92% and 71% more energy overhead when compared to Poly3
under varying Grid HV topologies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
summarizes the related work in this area. Section III explains
the system description and definitions. Reliability analysis is
presented in Section IV. Simulation results are presented in
section V. We summarize the salient findings of this paper in
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Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we describe some prominent CDS based
approaches which are later used to evaluate reliability of CDS
based techniques.
While one way of TC is by controlling the transmission
range of nodes, backbone based solutions exercise TC by
turning off unnecessary nodes while preserving network connectivity and communication coverage. In [7]-[8] distributed
algorithms for constructing CDSs in unit disk graphs (UDGs)
were first proposed. These algorithms consist of two phases
to form a CDS. First they form a spanning tree and use it to
find maximal independent sets (MIS), in which all nodes are
colored black. In second phase, some new blue colored nodes
are added to connect the black nodes to form a CDS. Likewise
Zeng Yuanyuan et al. in [4] proposed Energy Efficient CDS
(EECDS) algorithm which follows a two phase TC scheme
in order to form a CDS based coordinated reconstruction
mechanism to prolong network lifetime and balance energy
consumption. Similarly Jie Wu et al. in [5] proposed a two
phase TC scheme that uses marking and pruning rules for
exchanging neighbors list among a set of nodes. In CDS Rule
K [5] a node remains marked as long as there is at least a pair
of unconnected nodes in its neighbors; it is unmarked when
it finds that all its neighbors are covered with high priority.
All the above studies focus on increasing the network lifetime
by forming a reduced topology but, they do not analyze the
impact of a reduced topology on network reliability.
Network reliability is assured by Lanny Sitanayah et al. in
[9] by adding extra relay nodes in a single tiered network. In
a single tiered network all nodes forward packets directly to
each other instead of relaying it through the backbone node.
Similarly Han et al. in [10] provide reliability in full fault tolerant and partial fault tolerant environment for heterogeneous
wireless sensor networks. They ensure reliability by adding
extra relay nodes with an assumption that, relay nodes use
the same transmission radii while sensor nodes have different
transmission radii. Both these algorithms inherently add overhead by adding extra relay nodes in a network. This results
in extra node energy and reduces network lifetime. Hence an
algorithm is required that, while keeping in consideration the
energy constraint, ensures reliability for the complete network
among every set of backbone nodes.
III. T HE P OLY 3 ALGORITHM
The Poly3 algorithm provides a solution to the network
wide reliability problem in mission critical wireless sensor
networks. Poly3 assumes no prior information about the position or orientation of the nodes, so the geometrical view of
the topology is not visible to the nodes. In the subsequent
subsections, we explain the topology construction phase of
Poly3.

Algorithm 1: Poly 3, Algorithm flow
Data: Connected Network
Result: Constructing a reduced network topology of
clique of size three
1 Phase One:
2 for all nodes in the network send a Hello message do
3
if node is a the sink node then
4
set ID as empty
5
else
6
if a node is the last leaf node then
7
Send finish discovery to parent node
8
end
9
end
10
else
11
Forward the Hello message by setting the ID
to parent ID
12
end
13
end
14 end
15 Phase Two:
16 for all nodes in the network send a Finish Discovery
message do
17
if node is not the sink node then
18
send finish discovery to its parent node with list
of neighbours appended else
19
Break
20
end
21
end
22 end
23 Phase Three:
24 while Sink node compares message paths visible from the
neighbor list do
25
if two paths have two nodes in common then
26
Sink sends a message to those nodes to form a
clique of size three
27
end
28 end
A. Topology Construction :
Topology construction phase in Poly3 is subdivided in to
three phases. In the first phase, a backbone based on CDS
formulation is created. In the second phase, nodes send their
neighbors list to the sink node, which they maintain during the
first phase. In the last phase, which is a tunable phase, cliques
of size three are retained. It is worth noting that during this
phase few nodes also become active – if there are any – during
the retention of the three clique set. The topology construction
phase of Poly3 is similar to Poly [3] except for the last step
in which instead of a single polygon, multiple cliques of size
three are retained.
The backbone construction phase in Poly3 is started by a
randomly selected initiator node. The selection is dependent
on the criteria that the node with the largest ID persists in
case more nodes initiate the construction process. To start
the process, the initiator node broadcasts Hello message in
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Fig. 1.

The Poly3 Algorithm.

its communication area. The Hello message lists the parent
ID of sending node. For sink node it is empty since the sink
node is assumed to be parent of all nodes.
For the elaboration of the algorithm, we take a sample
network shown in Fig 1. It is supposed that node A in Fig
1 initiates the backbone construction process by broadcasting
the Hello message. It also sets a time out period for receiving
the replies from any of its children. The broadcasted Hello
message is received by node B and node C, which lie in the
communication range of node A. After the reception of node
A, both node B and node C rebroadcast the same message
while only changing their parent ID, which is now set to node
A. The messages by node B and node C are also received
by node A which helps identifying node A that it has been
chosen as a parent node. Once this process is completed, nodes
B and C are considered as covered and thus causing node
A to become active. Node A now waits for finish discovery
message from its children. At this stage, for the sake of clarity,
we assume that contention mechanism is available in case if
messages by different nodes are received at the same instance
of time. On the other hand, when uncovered nodes receive
the message, they set the sender as their parent and repeat
the same process. It is also worth noting that the reception of
Hello message starts the process of maintaining a neighbors
list until the whole network is covered.
These nodes now rebroadcast the Hello message with A
as their parent node and set their own timers for receiving
responses from their children nodes. This rebroadcasted Hello

message is also received by parent node A, which in turn
identifies sender as its children nodes. Once identified these
nodes are considered as covered, the parent node switches to
an active state and starts waiting for finish discovery message
from its children. When an uncovered node receives Hello
message it sets the sender as its neighbor. In this way, the
CDS creation nodes find their neighbors and the process is
repeated until the whole network is covered.
As shown in Fig 1, the message sent by node B and node C
is received by their neighbors, which repeats the same process
until Hello message arrives at leaf nodes i.e. nodes H, I and
J. These nodes also repeat the same process but the expiry of
the time out allows them to send a Finish Discovery message
back to their respective parent nodes. In Finish Discovery
message, nodes send the list of their neighbors to the parent
node, thus starting the second phase of the algorithm. The
parent node receiving the Finish Discovery message repeats
the same process in the backward direction until the message
is received at the sink node, which is the parent of all nodes.
In this way, the Finish Discovery message converges towards
the sink node.
After the reception of the finish discovery message at the
sink node, the third phase of the algorithm starts. In this phase,
the sink node compares the message paths visible from the
neighbors list for the construction of clique set of size three
for reducing the message complexity. The comparison is based
on the fact that the nodes common between message paths
lead towards a clique of size three i.e. message path G, I and
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Fig. 2.

Packet Delivery Reliability for Pf = 0.3 and Pf = 0.7.

J and message path G, J and I have two nodes in common.
In addition, both paths comprise of the same parent node and
therefore allowing forming a clique of size three. Once the
clique set is chosen, the sink node creates the final topology by
broadcasting the Create Topology message. Paths which have
nodes C and B in common and both the paths are initiating
from node A hence they form a polygon of size three as shown
in Fig 1. As mentioned earlier, that the reliability is a tunable
parameter, therefore for the sake of this purpose we created a
bound on the third phase of the algorithm. During this phase,
if desired, one can set the number of three cliques that are
required in the final topology. By doing this, the complexity
gets increased but at the sake of required level of reliability
and energy efficiency which is now dependent on the number
of active clique set which contains the list of nodes that are
part of the polygons.
When a node receives create topology message from sink
node it checks if its name is in the list of active nodes, if it is
in the list it sets its state to active. At the end of this process,
each node is in either active or sleep mode. The set of active
nodes act as a communication backbone for the network. This
algorithm flow is shown in Algorithm 1. We now provide the
network reliability analysis of the algorithm in the next section.
B. Poly3: Complexity Analysis
All the existing and proposed algorithm follows the same
pattern of starting with the discovery of a CDS. The complexity of finding the CDS is same for the three existing
algorithms, whereas, the complexity of Poly3 is less due to the
sharing of explicit broadcast messages for CDS discovery by
the parent node. In order to provide reliability, Poly3 searches
for subsets of cycles among the message paths.
Assume that the sink node has received N message paths
from all the child nodes in the network. In the worst case scenario, in order to find the complexity, we need to compare N2
message paths of length L to find at least two common nodes
in each iteration. Consequently, the worst case complexity of
the searching algorithm will be O((NL)2). As we do not handle
all the message paths and are concerned with only a subset,
this reduces the complexity significantly. If d is the divisor
for the message paths into the number of subsets considered,
then the complexity will be O((NL/D)2). If we exempt the
reliability constraint considered than the complexity of Poly3

will be lower than the complexity of the existing algorithms.
Therefore, the additional complexity of Poly3 is the result of
the trade-off between reliability and energy efficiency.
IV. N ETWORK R ELIABILITY
Network Reliability has been defined in two ways namely
packet delivery reliability and link redundancy. The former is
dependent on path length among active set of nodes and the
second is dependent on number of extra links used throughout
the network. In this section, we compare Poly3 on both set
of performance metrics, however, before that; we explain
different notations associated with the metrics.
• Packet Forwarding Probability: Packet forwarding probability (Pf ) is defined as, the probability that a packet
will be successfully delivered to the next hop in the path
length between the source and the destination node. The
packet forwarding probability is the product between the
probability of not having a collision at the MAC layer
Pc and the probability that a packet is not lost due to
channel errors (Pe ), and is given by:
Pf = Pc Pe
•

(1)

Average Path Length: Average path length is defined as
the mean of the shortest path lengths between all pair of
vertices and it represents how quick information transfer
can be done in a network. It is given by:
l=

X
1
[
d(vi , vj , )]
n(n − 1) i,j

(2)

Here n represents the number of nodes/vertices in a
network and d is the distance between nodes i and j
for all pair of active nodes in the network.
We now explain the performance of Poly3 on the two set
of metrics in the next subsections.
A. Packet Delivery Reliability
Most of the tree based solutions ensure that every pair of
nodes is connected to each other through at most one path.
Hence, a packet send from node A to node D can have only
one path in order to reach the destination. As a result, the tree
based algorithms are not viable since the network is prone
to failure and can be decomposed into two or more disjoint
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components. On the other hand, reducing the path length with
varying node density among set of backbone nodes provides a
solution to increase the packet delivery reliability. Therefore,
the packet delivery reliability is given by:
R(Pf , l) = Pfl

(3)

The possibility that the packet will be received by the
destination node is dependent on the path length among set
of backbone nodes, since they are responsible for relaying
information towards the sink node. In order to address the
Packet Delivery reliability, Poly3 forms a clique set of size
three which provides polygenic redundancy while also helping
reducing the path length among set of nodes in the network.
It is due to the reason that high degree backbone nodes get
connected with other bunch of nodes, thus reducing the overall
path length.
Fig 2 shows the Packet Delivery Reliability of Poly3 and
Tree based CDS algorithms. In order to see the impact of
increasing path length, the results are computed by varying
the node density up to 400 nodes. In addition, different WSN
applications can have different packet forwarding probability
due to the vagaries of communication, therefore, the results are
computed for Pf = 0.3 and Pf = 0.7. Results were computed
under the Network Analyzer tool available as a plugin in
Cytoscape [11]. It is evident that increase in node density
increase the path length, however, Poly3 provides better Packet
delivery reliability due to the fact that backbone nodes are
connected in the form of many cliques set.

Fig. 4.

Reliability, which is associated with redundancy, is defined
as the probability that there is at least a functional spanning
tree or a connected network under random link failures.
Therefore, the more the redundancy in the network, the more
is the reliability in the network. However, for WSNs, the level
of redundancy is dependent on the energy efficiency that is
required in most of the application scenarios. To demonstrate
the performance of Poly3, we take a sample network shown in
Fig 3. For computing the reliability, we used Linear Algebra
package available in Maple [12]. To start with, we suppose
that B = (bi.j )n.n denotes the adjacency matrix of graph G,
then

bi.j =

Fig. 3.

A sample network.

B. Link Success Reliability
The redundancy in graph theory is defined as the expected
number of spanning tree that are functional [2]. Due to this
reason, removal of a single edge in a spanning tree leads to a
graph of many disjoint components. Therefore, all individual
edges play a key role for the successful delivery of data. The
tree based algorithms based on CDS forms a backbone, which
is also a tree, therefore, the lack of non-identical spanning tree
under dynamically changing conditions exposes the algorithms
for mission critical applications. On the other hand, failure of
a link triggers the topology maintenance algorithm again and
again and hence putting constraint on energy stringent WSN
devices. It is therefore very important that the topology is
constructed in a robust way, which to certain extent also helps
in achieving energy efficiency under topology maintenance.

Link Success Reliability.

1
0

if vertices vi and vj are adjacent,
otherwise.

The degrees of the vertices are represented by a diagonal
matrix. If D = (di.j )n.n denote the diagonal matrix of graph
G, then

deg(vi ), for i = j,
di.j =
0
i 6= j.
We used the matrix tree theorem [12] to find the number of
non-identical spanning trees for the network shown in Fig 3.
According to the theorem, the spanning trees of graph G is the
value of the cofactor of a matrix, i.e. T = D − A. Therefore,
the matrix T for the assumed network equals



T =



1
0
−1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
−1
0
0
0
0
0
−1

−1
0
3
−1
−1
0
0
0
0
0

0
−1
−1
4
−1
−1
0
0
0
0

0
0
−1
−1
2
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
−1
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
−1
0
−1

0
0
0
0
0
0
−1
3
−1
−1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
−1
2
−1

0
−1
0
0
0
0
−1
−1
−1
4








The cofactor of a matrix T equals 24, which means that
there are 24 possible combinations of spanning trees. These
combinations represent the total redundancy in the network.
However, to demonstrate the reliability, the interest lies in
measuring the probability that network remains connected
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Fig. 5.

Performance comparison under Grid HV and Grid HVD topologies.

under random link failure. To compute this, we must represent
all spanning trees as a disjoint product as given below:

maintaining cliques of size three we have increased reliability
compared to CDS based algorithms and we have also achieved
energy efficiency that is comparable to the existing topologies
P (t1 ∨ t2 ∨ t3 ∨ ...... ∨ t24 ) = P (t1 ) + P (t2 t1 ) + P (t3 t2 t1 )+ as shown in section V.
. . . + P (t24 t23 t22 ....t1 ),
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
where t is a spanning tree in the network.
For evaluation purpose, we used Attaraya Simulator [13]
If we suppose that all edges have the same reliability P1 = that have been specifically designed for WSN TC algorithms.
P2 = .... = Pn = P , then, the reliability of the network The Atarraya underlying features provide many advantages
shown in Fig 3 is given by: 24p9 − 49p10 + 34p11 − 8p12 . The which includes, different energy models for motes, communiadjacency matrix for all tree based CDS algorithms remain the cation models, energy and node location distribution resources
same as all these algorithms maintain a single spanning tree. that can adapted according to the requirement in the simulaFig 4 compares Poly3 algorithm with CDS tree based tions. On the other hand, we evaluate the performance of the
algorithm. It also draws the link success reliability of the algorithms under two metrics namely message overhead and
original sample network shown in Fig 4. The results were energy overhead. The former shows the number of exchanged
computed by varying the probability up to 0.4 and by inserting messages while constructing the topology while latter shows
them in the equation computed previously. The results show the overhead associated or the energy consumed during the
that Original Network provides better link success reliability exchange of the messages. CDS formation in the network
because all the links are functional. However, taking up this forms a tree, which is unreliable. Therefore, in this paper, the
sort of a network further would impact on the energy. On the inherent problem in the CDS based algorithms is addressed by
other hand, Poly3 provides better reliability when compared adding the reliability on top of the CDS trees. Therefore, we
with CDS algorithms. It is due to the fact that few redundant selected three different CDS algorithms (CDS, EECDS, and
links are maintained, which allows having a more reliable A3) to validate our findings and compared with the proposed
network. Therefore, it is evident that Poly3 can work better Poly3 algorithm.
for mission critical WSN applications when compared with
For evaluation of the algorithms under discussion, we
tree based algorithms [5]. The performance of CDS based distributed the nodes in an area of 600m * 600m while
schemes increases with the increase in probability but is lesser varying the node density from 80 to 400 nodes. All the
than that provided by Poly3 because CDS based algorithms results were averaged over 100 simulations runs. We evaluated
have all the nodes connected through a single path only. By the algorithms under three mote energy models available in
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Impact of varying node densities on message overhead for a) Mica, b) Simple and c) Waspmote.

Impact of varying node densities on energy overhead for a) Mica, b) Simple and c) Waspmote.

Atarraya namely mica energy model, simple mote energy
model and Waspmote energy model. In addition, we also
used the same communication model namely mica, simple
mote and Waspmote communication model. These energy
and communication models are named after the name of the
motes used in the market. The Simple motes energy utilization
under Active, Idle and Sleep mode is 8mA/h, 3.2mA/h and
0.103mA/h respectively. This varying energy consumption
mechanism enables a mote to survive for a longer period in
a network. In an Active state when a node needs to transmit
or receive, the energy consumption increases to 12mA/h and
7mA/h respectively [14]. On the other hand MICA motes are
a product of Crossbow [14]. MICA motes consume 12mA/h
in a full processor operation mode, while they consume only
0.01mA/h in Sleep mode. A MICA mote has only two states,
this enables it to survive for a longer time than Simple motes.
The transmission and reception operation consumes 10mA/h
and 7mA/h respectively.
The Waspmote’s are a product of Libelium and are known
due to their long transmission range. The Waspmote’s uses a
four state transition model for conserving energy namely: On,
Sleep, Deep Sleep and Hibernate state. The On, Sleep, Deep
Sleep and Hibernate state consumes 15mA/h, 55A/h, 55A/h
and 0.06 A/h respectively [15].
Energy distribution of these nodes follows a uniform process while the node location distribution follows a random
process. As mentioned in Section III, that the third stage
of the algorithm is tunable, however, for simulations, only
33 % of the cliques set in the network were retained. The

algorithms were evaluated under indoor communication and
outdoor communication scenarios as explained in the next
subsections.
A. Grid topology
In this section, simulation results obtained from the four
algorithms by deploying two different node location distribution grid topologies namely Grid HV and Grid HVD are
compared. In Grid HV and HVD, node communicate with their
horizontal, vertical and diagonal neighbors depending upon the
topology deployed.
For validation of our results we tested Poly3, A3, EECDS
and CDS Rule K, under grid indoor environment. We observed
that the residual energy, message overhead and energy overhead trend of all these algorithms was uniform under all these
communication models as shown in Fig 5. CDS Rule K and
EECDS have a greater message and energy overhead due to
their two phase topology construction mechanism in both the
algorithms. Whereas the message overhead of A3 algorithm is
low due to its three way handshake, which allows the algorithm
to form a reduced topology with reduced energy overhead. It
is evident that Poly3 works better than the other algorithms
due to the fact that it constructs the topology in a single
phase and use message sizes not exceeding 25 bytes. On the
other hand, the A3 algorithm uses long and short messages for
construction, which demonstrates different performance under
different energy models.
Poly3 has low energy overhead when compared to all the
remaining algorithms but has a higher message overhead than
A3 in few cases. A3 uses a signal strength based selection
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metric, allowing it to select distant nodes in the CDS. However
this metric consumes more energy when it comes to forming
a backbone in grid topologies due to the uniform node distant
distribution. On the other hand, Poly3 uses a broadcast node
selection mechanism, which efficiently selects nodes under
varying network size hence yielding better remaining energy
due to less overhead when compared to other tree based
algorithms.
B. Influence of node density
To analyze the impact of message overhead and energy
overhead while varying the node density, results were taken
from a 80 node network up to 400 nodes.
Fig 6 shows that as the network size grows, the number
of exchanged messages grow exponentially. The number of
exchanged messages of EECDS and CDS Rule K is greater
than Poly3 due to its two phase construction process. A3 has
better message overhead due to it distant node selection metric.
This helps fewer nodes to be selected for the CDS, hence
leading to quick convergence of the algorithm. On the other
hand Poly3 requires the children node to send back their node
IDs to their parent node, leading to more energy overhead.
Fig 7 shows that as the network size increases the energy
overhead of EECDS and CDS Rule K increases, due to
the increase in packets exchange between nodes. Poly3 outperforms these algorithms because in it a child node does not
explicitly send a message to the sink and the sink node does
not process all the message paths for clique set construction.
Instead the parent node hears the broadcast message send by
the child node, resulting in low energy overhead. Under simple
communication model A3 has similar performance than Poly3
but it has greater energy overhead under Mica and Waspmote.
Thus, as a consequence of distant node selection, more energy
is consumed with variation in node density.
In order to analyze the impact on the total connected
covered sensing area, we varied the network size from 100
nodes to 500 nodes.
Fig 8 shows the effect of increase in network size for the
total connected covered sensing area. It shows that Poly3
covers more sensing area compared to EECDS, A3 and CDS
Rule K algorithms at the end of the topology construction.
The EECDS, A3 and CDS Rule K forms a backbone based
on reduction in the size of the CDS, hence compromising
on the area under coverage. However, Poly3 achieves energy
efficiency by minimizing the message complexity and tries to
achieve reliability by forming the cliques set in the complete
geographical area under coverage and thus providing better
sensing area.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a topology control algorithm Poly3 - which forms a CDS backbone by retaining cliques
set of size three. It tries to ensure that the backbone nodes
throughout the network are connected with each other in
a reliable manner. The Poly3 also provides the reliability
and energy efficiency as a tunable parameter which can be

Fig. 8. Effect of increasing number of nodes on the total connected covered
sensing area

adjusted accordingly. Our performance comparison with other
tree based topology control algorithms on different energy
models reveal that Poly3 works better in terms of reliability
and has less message overhead when compared with other
algorithms.
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